Abstract. Symbolic execution can be problematic when applied to real applications. This paper addresses two of these problems: (1) the constraints generated during symbolic execution may be of a type not handled by the underlying decision procedure, and (2) some parts of the application may be unsuitable for symbolic execution (e.g., third-party libraries). The paper presents type-dependence analysis, which performs a context-and field-sensitive interprocedural static analysis to identify program entities that may store symbolic values at run-time. This information is used to identify the above two problematic cases and assist the user in addressing them. The paper also presents a technique to transform real applications for efficient symbolic execution. Instead of transforming the entire application, which can be inefficient and infeasible (mostly for pragmatic reasons), our technique leverages the results of type-dependence analysis to transform only parts of the program that may interact with symbolic values. Finally, the paper discusses the implementation of our analysis and transformation technique in a tool, stinger, and an empirical evaluation performed on two real applications. The results of the evaluation show the effectiveness of our approach.
Introduction
Testing is one of the most commonly used techniques to gain confidence in the correct behavior of software. Because manual generation of test inputs is time consuming and usually results in inadequate test suites, researchers have proposed automated techniques for test-input generation. One of these techniques, symbolic execution, generates test-inputs by interpreting a program over symbolic values and solving constraints that lead to the execution of a specific program path. Although symbolic execution was first introduced in the mid 1970s [15] , the dramatic growth in the computational power of the average machine and the availability of increasingly powerful decision procedures in recent years have renewed interest in using symbolic execution for test-input generation (e.g., [2, 11, 19, 25, 28] ).
Despite the fact that symbolic execution is well understood, and performing symbolic execution on simple programs is straightforward, problems arise when attempting to symbolically execute real applications. In this paper, we address two such problems. The first problem concerns the capabilities of the underlying decision procedure used to check satisfiability and solve path conditions. If the underlying decision procedure is incapable of (or inefficient in) handling the types of constraints produced during symbolic execution, users must rewrite parts of the program so that the offending constraints are not produced. However, this rewriting requires a user to identify those parts of the program that may generate problematic constraints, which is a difficult task. The second problem concerns the flow of symbolic values outside the boundaries of the software being symbolically executed. In these cases (e.g., when a symbolic value is passed as a parameter to an external library call), the execution must abort because external code cannot handle symbolic values. In real applications, there can be many instances of this problem, such as calls to native methods in Java, unmanaged code in the .NET framework, and third-party pre-compiled libraries. To address this issue, users must replace the calls to external components that may be reached by symbolic values with calls to stubs that model the components' behaviors. Like the first problem, performing this transformation requires manual intervention: the users must identify the external calls that may be problematic before actually performing symbolic execution.
In some studies on symbolic execution [25, 28] , the two problems do not arise because of the types of programs used (e.g., implementations of data structures). In other studies where these problems arise, researchers have taken various approaches to address them. Some researchers proposed approaches that replace symbolic values with concrete values whenever the symbolic values cannot be handled by the decision procedure or by an external component [10, 19] ; these approaches make the technique incomplete, in that it may fail to generate test inputs for a feasible program path. Other researchers proposed approaches based on "trial and error" [3] -every time the symbolic execution cannot continue because of a call to an external-library function with one or more symbolic parameters, the users are notified and must modify the code appropriately; although this solution may eventually lead to a successful execution, it can be inefficient when the interaction with the user is frequent. Yet other researchers proposed to use decision procedures for bit vectors that use boolean satisfiability (SAT) solvers [2] . Such decision procedures (e.g., STP [9] ) can theoretically handle most types of constraints that may arise in a program under the assumption of finite representation of numbers. However, they are inefficient in handling linear integer arithmetic constraints, when compared to decision procedures specifically designed for this domain, such as Omega [17] and Yices [6] .
To facilitate symbolic execution of real applications, where the previously described problems are frequently encountered, we present a new approach. Our approach is based on the insight that both of these problems are caused by the flow of symbolic values to problematic variables, such as parameters of library calls or operands of expressions that cannot be handled by the underlying decision procedure. Our approach is based on a novel static analysis, called type-dependence analysis, that identifies problematic variables before performing symbolic executions. Our type-dependence analysis formulates the problem of identifying variables that may assume symbolic values as a value-flow analysis problem. The analysis is context-and field-sensitive, which has the advantage of providing fairly precise results. The benefit of our analysis is that it can automatically detect parts of the program that may be problematic for symbolic execution (e.g., a modulo operation that involves at least one symbolic operand). For any such part, the analysis reports to the users the identified problem, together with contextual information, to help them understand the issue and perform necessary program changes.
In this paper, we also present a technique that leverages the results of the analysis to transform applications and prepare them for symbolic execution. The basic idea behind the transformation is to replace concrete types with symbolic types and concrete operators with operators that work over symbolic values [14] . Naively applying such transformation to the entire application leads to two problems. First, in practice, execution engines such as the Java virtual machine make implicit assumptions about the internal structures of some components. Transforming such components is thus problematic. Second, symbolic operations are more expensive than their concrete counterparts, even when they operate on concrete values (the extra overhead is incurred in checking whether a value is symbolic or concrete). Therefore, transforming those components of the program that may not interact with symbolic values introduces inefficiencies. Because type-dependence analysis can identify which variables may be symbolic, our technique avoids transforming parts of the code that have no interactions with symbolic values, thus improving both applicability and efficiency of symbolic execution.
To evaluate our type-dependence analysis and transformation technique, we implemented them in a tool, called stinger, that works on Java and is integrated in Java Pathfinder [13] , and used the tool to perform an empirical evaluation on two real programs. To the best of our knowledge, the programs that we used are considerably larger than those used in previous studies on symbolic execution. The results of the studies show that our analysis can be effective in (1) statically identifying areas of the code that would be problematic for symbolic execution, (2) providing useful feedback to the users to guide them in the resolution of the problems, and (3) limiting the transformation necessary for symbolic execution.
The main contributions of the paper are -A context-and field-sensitive static flow analysis that can identify the variables in a program that may hold symbolic values, given a set of symbolic inputs. The analysis results enable static identification of program segments that are potentially problematic for symbolic execution and can guide users in transforming the program to eliminate the problems. -A general transformation technique that leverages the type-dependence analysis to transform programs into "symbolic programs" (i.e., programs whose execution essentially performs symbolic execution of the original program). -A tool, stinger, that implements our approach for Java and is integrated in Java Pathfinder. -A set of empirical studies, performed on two real programs, whose results show the usefulness of our approach.
Type-dependence Analysis
This section presents our type-dependence analysis, which computes the set of program entities that may store symbolic values when a program is symbolically executed. We target a typical scenario in which the user selects a set of variables to hold symbolic input values for a program and then symbolically executes the program. In this context, the type of the selected variables and of other variables that can hold values derived from these selected variables must be symbolic. Before discussing the details of our analysis, we introduce a motivating example that illustrates some of the issues that the analysis can help to address. Suppose that we want to symbolically execute the Java program shown in Fig. 1 , and that s represents the (symbolic) input to the program (as shown by the assignment of Symbolic.integer() to s). On initial inspection, the program contains three potentially-problematic cases: the use of the modulo (%) operation, which is not supported by many decision procedures; the invocation of native method clone; and the invocation of native method isPrime. However, a more careful inspection reveals that the first two cases are not problematic: the modulo operator never operates on symbolic values and native method clone can access only fields of class Object, 1 none of which may store symbolic values. As for the third potentially-problematic case, a symbolic value is passed as an argument to native method isPrime and is likely to be problematic because the method expects a concrete value. Our type-dependence analysis can discover that the first two cases are not problematic but the third case is. For this third case, the analysis can provide context information to help the user understand the problem and address it.
We call our analysis type-dependence analysis because it identifies type dependence between variables. We define type dependence as follows: For a given type-correct program, an entity x is type dependent on an entity y iff x's type may need to be changed as a consequence of a change in y's type to maintain type correctness. Our type-dependence analysis computes a conservative approximation of the type-dependence relation between a given set of entities and the other entities in the program. The type-dependence analysis is an instance of the more general value-flow analysis, which identifies whether the value of an entity x can flow to an another entity y in the program. In the definition of our analysis, we leverage techniques for demand-driven interprocedural analysis [12] and cloning-based interprocedural analysis [27] , and techniques that use binary decision diagrams for scaling interprocedural analysis [1, 27] .
Type-dependence analysis consists of two phases. The first phase builds a Type-Dependence Graph (TDG) for the program, which encodes direct typedependence information between program entities. The second phase performs Context-Free Language (CFL) reachability [18] on the TDG to identify transitive type dependences.
Building the TDG
In the first phase, the analysis builds the Type-Dependence Graph (TDG), a directed graph pN, Eq. N is a set of nodes, each of which represents one of several entities: a static field, a local variable of a method, a field of primitive type, a parameter of a method, or the return value of a method. E is a set of directed edges. An edge x Ð y in E indicates that there is a direct type dependence between the entity represented by y and the entity represented by x (i.e., x is directly type-dependent on y).
To build the TDG, our analysis processes each program statement once and adds an edge to the graph for each relevant statement, according to the rules shown in Fig. 2 . Note that the rules apply only to non-constant right-hand side values-the analysis does not add nodes or corresponding edges to the TDG for constant entities. In the figure, o.f represents field f of object o; P i m represents the i th parameter of method m; R m represents the return value of method m. For the definition of the rules, the analysis treats arrays as objects with two fields, elem and length, that represent all array elements and the length of the array, respectively. For space reasons, rules for statements involving static field references, unary operations, and casting are not shown; they are analogous to the assignment rule. 
Performing CFL-reachability on the TDG
In the second phase, the analysis performs CFL-reachability [18] on the TDG with a user-specified set of variables selected to be symbolic, Sym 0 , and computes set Sym, which contains all local variables, static fields, formal parameters, and return values of scalar types that are type-dependent on variables in Sym 0 . Instance fields and entities of array-types that are type-dependent on variables in Sym 0 are then computed from Sym; due to space constraint, this is described in Appendix A. The analysis initializes Sym to Sym 0 and applies a set of inference rules until a fix point on Sym is reached. For clarity, we first present a contextinsensitive version of our analysis and then describe how it can be extended to be context-sensitive. The context-insensitive version of our analysis is represented by the two inference rules in Fig. 3 . The first rule states that an entity p is added to the Sym set if there is another entity x in Sym on which p is directly type dependent. The second rule captures transitive type dependence through heap aliases. It states that entity p must be added to Sym if there is another entity x in Sym and two object references y and q such that (1) p is directly type dependent on a field f of q, (2) the same field f of y is directly type dependent on x, and (3) y and q may point to the same object (expressed using the notation aliaspy, qq). Without loss of generality, our analysis assumes that may-alias information is computed on demand by some points-to analysis (e.g., [22] ).
Our analysis is field-sensitive-in the second rule, the labels getrf 1 s and putrf 2 s must refer to the same fields. This is in contrast to a field-based analysis, which does not distinguish between different fields of an object. Field sensitivity cannot be achieved through simple reachability. It requires our analysis to perform CFL reachability by matching getrs and putrs labels (two matching labels must refer to the same field), while identifying all nodes reachable from the initial set Sym 0 ,
The context-insensitive analysis described above may compute unnecessarilylarge Sym sets. In the example in Fig. 1 , for instance, the analysis would not distinguish between the two calls to the getM method and, thus, would not be able to detect that variable q is not type-dependent on variable s. To improve the precision of the analysis, we define a context-sensitive version of the TDG using an approach similar to method cloning [27] . First, we create multiple nodes for each entity-one for each calling context of the method that contains the entity. The only exceptions are entities that correspond to global variables (e.g., static fields in Java) that are represented with a single node in the context-sensitive TDG. Second, we create copies of the TDG's edges so that if an edge exists between two nodes, there is an edge between corresponding (context-specific) copies of the nodes. Note that each copy of an invocation edge is an inter-context edge-an edge that connects nodes that belong in different contexts.
Because cloning-based approaches can lead to an exponential explosion in the size of the graphs, we use Binary Decision Diagrams (BDDs) to represent context-sensitive TDGs [16, 27] . In addition, we adopt the k-CFA approach [21] , which limits the context of a call to the top k elements of the call stack.
After building the context-sensitive TDG, our analysis uses a context-sensitive version of the inference rules described in Fig. 3 to compute Sym. We obtain the context-sensitive inference rules by modifying the context-insensitive rules: we identify each entity in the rule with respect to a specific context c. The context-sensitive version of the first rule in Fig. 3 , for instance, is
Program Transformation
One common way to perform symbolic execution of a program is to first transform the program so that it can operate on both symbolic and concrete values, and then execute it.
2 A naive program transformation technique would change the types of all program entities to symbolic types, and change all operations over concrete values to operations over symbolic values. In practice, this approach is not feasible for two reasons. First, execution engines typically make implicit assumptions about the types of some entities (e.g., fields of certain classes), and these assumptions would be violated by the transformation. Second, treating all variables in a program as symbolic can be inefficient (compared to having only a small subset of symbolic variables and executing parts of the programs not affected by those variables normally). In this section, we present a program-transformation technique that leverages the results of type-dependence analysis to transform, in an automated way, only a subset of the program. By doing this, our technique mitigates (when it does not completely eliminate) the two problems mentioned above.
Our technique supports two operators that enable selective program transformations: box and unbox. The box operator converts a concrete value to a corresponding symbolic value. The unbox operator converts a symbolic value created by the box operator to the corresponding concrete value. These operators are needed to handle program entities that must be of symbolic types for type correctness, but may store either symbolic and concrete values depending on contexts. The operators let these entities store (boxed) concrete values whenever necessary. The technique automatically adds to the program appropriate boxing and unboxing operators to enable assignments between entities of symbolic and concrete types. Note that unboxing a symbolic value (i.e., a symbolic value that is not the result of a boxing operation) would cause a run-time error. However, the transformation technique guarantees that such a situation will never occur due to its use of the results of the conservative type-dependence analysis. Before presenting the formal definition of the transformation, we illustrate some features of our approach by showing, in Fig. 4 , the transformed version of the example program from Fig. 1 . In the code, Expression represents the type of symbolic expressions, and methods makeSymbolic and makeConcrete int represent box and unbox operators, respectively. For each field that may store a symbolic value, such as m, the transformation adds a new field of symbolic type. Similarly, for each method that may operate on symbolic values, a new method is added that may take symbolic values as arguments and/or return symbolic values. Note that because the analysis determines that variable q can never store a symbolic value at runtime, q's type is unchanged, and the % operation is not replaced by its corresponding symbolic operation. In contrast, p's type is changed to Expression because the analysis determines that it may store a symbolic value. When a symbolic version of a method is created, only those calls that may pass and/or receive symbolic values are changed to invoke the new method. In the example, for instance, getM JPF () is called on a because a symbolic value may be returned by the method at that callsite. Conversely, the call to getM() on b is unchanged, as only concrete values are returned at the corresponding callsite.
Source and Target Languages
For the sake of clarity, we define our transformation on a subset of Java, referred to as source language, that contains only those Java features relevant to the transformation. The transformation of a program in source language produces a program in target language. Fig. 5 presents the source language and its extensions for symbolic execution. The target language is the union of the source language and its extensions.
Both the source and the target languages are statically and explicitly typed according to Java's type rules. Types in the source language include all types supported by Java. The target language supports four symbolic types, namely Expr, ExprArray, BoolArray, and RefArray, that represent types of symbolic expressions, arrays of symbolic expressions, arrays of boolean values, and arrays of references, respectively. Each of the symbolic array types can also have Expressions include local variables, constants, unary and binary operations, field references, casts, array references, array length and array allocation expressions. In the source language, τ represents the element type of array l in terms lris pτq and l.length pτq , and the type of field f in term l.f pτq .
In the target language, there is one syntactic category for each category in the source language, represented by the same symbol with a tilde on the top. In addition, for each unary, binary, and comparison operators in the source language, the target language provides a corresponding operator that operates on symbolic values. In the definition of the language extensions, we use the following terminology (whereτ denotes the type of array element): array getτ pl,ẽq is an operation that returns theẽ th element of symbolic arrayl; array lenτ plq returns the length ofl; new arrayτ pẽq allocates a symbolic array of sizeẽ; and array setτ pl,ẽ 1 ,ẽ 2 q stores symbolic expressionẽ 2 as the element at indexẽ 1 of arrayl. The box operator is represented by boxτ peq, which transforms the concrete value e into the corresponding symbolic value of typeτ . Analogously, unboxτ pẽq indicates the transformation of the symbolic value contained inẽ, of typeτ , into its original concrete value and type.
Transformation
The transformation is performed in two steps. In the first step, new fields, methods, and local variables of symbolic types are added to the program. For each field that may store symbolic values, the transformation adds a new field with corresponding symbolic type. For each method m that may operate on symbolic values, the transformation adds a new method m s , which may potentially have parameters and return value of symbolic types. Also, for each of m's local variables v, if v may store symbolic values, a local variable of corresponding symbolic type is added to m s ; otherwise, the original v is added to m s . Finally, all statements of m are moved to m s , and m is transformed into a proxy that invokes m s and performs boxing and unboxing of parameters and/or return values as needed. Note that, even if the analysis is context-sensitive, it generates at most one variant of each method because the results of the analysis are unified over all contexts.
In the second step of the transformation, statements in the newly-added methods are transformed according to the rules provided in Fig. 6 . Note that Fig. 6 does not include transformation rules that involve arrays, which are provided in Fig. 8 (see Appendix A). Each rule defines how a specific statement in the source language is transformed and is applicable only if the respective guard is satisfied. The rules use the following notations:
-For a given local variable or field x that may store symbolic values, x represents the corresponding entity of symbolic type added by the transformation in the first step. If x cannot store a symbolic value, then x simply represents the original entity. In particular, if x is a constant, x always represents x. -τ , represent the symbolic type corresponding to a concrete type τ , as defined by function stype. -For an expression e of concrete type τ , e ¡ represents box τ peq (i.e., e boxed as a value of its corresponding symbolic type). For an expressionẽ of a symbolic type, ẽ ¡ representsẽ itself.
For space reasons, we discuss transformation rules for only two types of statements: assignments of a local variable or constant to a local variable and assignments of a field to a local variable. According to Rule 1, assignment statements of the form l i are transformed only if l may store a symbolic value. If so, a local variable of symbolic type that corresponds to l, l, is added and becomes the l-value of the transformed statement. If i is a non-constant local variable and has a corresponding local variable of symbolic type, i, i becomes the r-value of the transformed statement. Otherwise, if i is either a constant or a local variable without a corresponding local of symbolic type, i's value is boxed and assigned to l.
We discuss rules for statements of type l 1 l 2 .f pτq because they make use of the unbox operator. There are two rules that involve these statements. In the first case (Rule 7), l 1 has a corresponding local of symbolic type, l 1 , which becomes the l-value of the transformed statement. If field f has a corresponding field of symbolic type, f , the value of f of l 2 is assigned to l 1 ; otherwise, the value of field f of l 2 is boxed and assigned to l 1 . In the second case (Rule 8), where l 1 does not have a corresponding local of symbolic type, but f has a corresponding field of symbolic type, l 2 .f 's value is unboxed and assigned to l 1 .
Empirical Studies
To assess the effectiveness of our approach, we implemented our type-dependence analysis and automatic transformation technique in a tool named stinger (Symbolicexecution based Test INput GenEratoR), and used stinger to perform a set of empirical studies. stinger works on Java bytecode, leverages the soot framework [24] , and is integrated with Java Pathfinder [13] . The type-dependence analysis is implemented using Jedd [16] , a Java language extension that supports use of binary decision diagrams to store and manipulate relations. stinger inputs a program in Java bytecode, the initial set of program entities specified to be symbolic (called Sym 0 in Section 2), and a specification of the capabilities of the decision procedure used by the symbolic executor (in terms of supported operators). Given these inputs, stinger performs two tasks: (1) it performs type-dependence analysis and identifies and reports the two kinds of problematic cases considered (i.e., constraints that cannot be handled by the decision procedure and symbolic values that may flow outside the scope of the software being symbolically executed); (2) it performs an automated translation of the program and generates skeleton stubs for the problematic cases identified, which the user is expected to complete with appropriate code. We used stinger to investigate three research questions: RQ1: How effective is our technique in identifying parts of the code responsible for constraints that cannot be handled by the decision procedure in use?
RQ2: How often do symbolic values flow outside the boundaries of the program being symbolically executed? When that happens, can our analysis correctly identify and report problematic cases beforehand?
RQ3: To what extent can the use of our analysis reduce the transformation needed to perform symbolic execution? Empirical Setup. As subjects for our studies, we used two freely-available Java programs: NanoXML and Antlr. NanoXML (http://nanoxml.cyberelf.be/) is an XML-parsing library that consists of approximately 6KLOC. We selected NanoXML because it is small yet not trivial, and lets us evaluate our technique and inspect our results in detail. Antlr (http://www.antlr.org/) is a widelyused language-independent lexer and parser generator that consists of 46KLOC.
Antlr was selected because it is a relatively large and complex software that can provide more confidence in the generality of our results. NanoXML inputs a file containing an XML document, and Antlr inputs a file containing the grammar of a language. We changed both applications so that they input an array of symbolic characters arr instead of reading from a file. We then ran stinger and specified arr as the only element in the initial set of symbolic entities. stinger produced, for each program, a report and a transformed version of the program.
Results and Discussion
To address our research questions, we ran stinger on the subjects, and measured several statistics as shown in Fig. 7 . In the figure, the number of methods includes both methods of the application and methods in the Java standard library, which may also need to be transformed when symbolically executing a program. We first discuss the results for each research question independently, and then discuss the precision of the analysis.
RQ1. stinger finds 48 (for NanoXML) and 82 (for Antlr) cases that would be problematic for our decision procedure of choice [6] . In this context, the problematic cases are those that involve bit-wise and modulo operations over symbolic values. These problematic cases reside in 10 and 23 methods of NanoXML and Antlr, respectively. These cases would be reported to the user, who would then need to modify the methods (or replace them with stubs) to eliminate the problem. After inspecting stinger's report, we found that many of these problematic constraints arise because of the use of modulo operators in classes HashMap and HashTable. Replacing these classes with another implementation of a map, such as TreeMap, eliminates the problem. The remaining problematic methods were methods operating on characters (e.g., to change a character from upper to lower case). We were able to rewrite these methods and eliminate the use of bit-wise operators in them by assuming that the input characters are ASCII characters.
RQ2. For the two subject programs, the only instances of symbolic values that may flow outside the boundaries of the program consist of calls to native methods. stinger determines that for 3 of the 27 (for NanoXML) and for 8 of the 48 (for Antlr) calls to native methods, a symbolic value may actually be passed as a parameter, either through a primitive value or as a field of an object. Based on these results we first observe that, for the two (real) applications considered, symbolic values may indeed cross the program boundaries and create problems for symbolic execution. We also observe that our technique is successful in identifying such problematic cases and in identifying methods that, although potentially problematic, are guaranteed to never be actually reached by symbolic values. For NanoXML and Antlr, our analysis lets users focus their attention on only 15% of the potentially-problematic calls.
RQ3. Our analysis discovers that symbolic values are confined within approximately one fifth of the total number of methods for both subjects. Furthermore, within methods that may handle symbolic values, less than half of the statements are actually affected by these values. Our translator is therefore able to transform the program so that half of the statements can be executed without incurring any overhead due to symbolic execution.
Precision. Our analysis is conservative and can be imprecise in some cases (i.e., it may conclude that a variable may store symbolic values even if it never does so in reality). Although context-sensitivity increases the precision significantly, the underlying points-to analysis does not scale beyond 2-cfa for our subjects, and stinger can thus produces imprecise results. For example, for NanoXML, we found that many standard library classes are unnecessarily transformed because of the imprecision of the analysis. We believe that this imprecision could be reduced by using a demand-driven, highly-precise points-to analysis.
Related Work
Our work is related to approaches that provide tool support for abstraction in model checking (e.g., [4, 7] ). In [4] , type inference is used to identify a set of variables that can be removed from a program when building a model for model checking. In [7] , a framework for type inference and subsequent program transformation is proposed. In both approaches, the type-inference algorithm used is not as precise as our type-dependence analysis. Precision is crucial for our goal of reducing manual intervention and reducing the transformations that must be performed. However, unlike our work, where only one kind of abstraction (concrete to symbolic) is supported, the framework in [7] allows multiple userdefined abstractions. Our approach to symbolic execution (i.e., execution of a transformed program) is also used in several other approaches (e.g., [2, 11, 19] ). These approaches, however, transform the entire program, whereas our technique leverages type-dependence analysis to transform only the parts of the program actually affected by the symbolic execution. In this way, our technique reduces both the manual intervention and the amount program transformation needed. Also related to ours is the technique presented in [5] , which is based on executing the program symbolically. The technique differs from our approach because it does not transform the program, but executes it using a virtual machine with a special semantics that support symbolic values.
Finally, being our type-dependence analysis a specific instance of flow analysis, it bears similarity to other approaches based on flow analysis, such as taint analysis [20] and information-flow analysis [26] . Our demand-driven formulation of type-dependence analysis is similar to the formulation of points-to analysis in [22] , and our cloning-based approach to interprocedural analysis and use of binary decision diagrams to make context-sensitive analysis scale were studied in [27] and [1] , respectively.
Conclusion
In this paper, we address two problems that hinder the application of symbolic execution to real software: (1) the generation of constraints that the decision procedure in use cannot handle and (2) the flow of symbolic values outside the program boundary. We present type-dependence analysis, which automatically and accurately identifies places in the program where these two problems occur, and a technique that uses the analysis results to help users address the identified problems. We also present a program-transformation technique that leverages the analysis results to selectively transform applications into applications that can be symbolically executed. We have implemented the analysis and transformation techniques in a tool, stinger, that is integrated with Java Pathfinder's symbolic execution engine. In our empirical evaluation, we applied stinger to two Java applications. The results show that the problems that we target do occur in real applications, at least for the subjects considered, and that our analysis can identify these problems automatically and help users to address them. Moreover, we show that our analysis is precise enough to allow for transforming only the part of the code actually affected by symbolic values at runtime.
In future work, we plan to use stinger for generating test inputs for real software and investigate techniques for guiding symbolic execution to exercise new program behaviors (e.g., coverage of specific program states). In this paper, we consider program boundaries defined by pragmatic reasons, such as interfaces with external libraries. In the future, we will investigate the application of our approach to cases where the boundaries are defined by the user (e.g., to exclude part of the system and thus reduce the state space to explore).
A Type-dependence analysis for fields and entities of array-types Sym, computed by the fix-point algorithm described in section 2, contains only local variables, static fields, formal parameters, and return values of scalar types that are type-dependent on variables in Sym 0 . In this section, we describe how type-dependent instance fields and entities of array-types are computed from Sym.
The type-dependent instance fields are represented by the set tf s.t. y putrf s ÐÝÝÝÝ x, x P Symu. In other words, a field f is type-dependent on a variable in Sym 0 if the value of a local variable x that is type-dependent on Sym 0 is stored into field f of some reference variable y. To compute the type-dependent entities of array-types, the algorithm first computes a set of program statements that allocate arrays Arr s , as follows: Arr s ts s.t. s P ptpaq, a putrelems ÐÝÝÝÝÝÝ x or a putrlengths ÐÝÝÝÝÝÝÝ x in TDG, x P Symu A statement that allocates an array a is in Arr s if either (1) a may store a value that is not type-compatible with a's current element-type, or (2) length of a may not be of integer type as a result of change in the types of variables in Sym 0 . ptpaq returns all of the statements that allocates arrays to which a local variable a of array-type may point-to at run-time. After computing Arr s , the entities of array-type that are type-dependent on variables in Sym 0 are given by the set tv s.t. ptpvq X Arr s Φu. In other words, an entity of array-type is type-dependent on a variable in Sym 0 if it may store an array allocated by one of the statements in Arr s . 
B Transformation rules

